Safe Trip EU will make your trip more safe!

Safe Trip EU is an app that informs travelers and tourists about weather and natural hazards during their trip. The app uses the phone’s GPS location to present localized and detailed information about the actual flood warning, the actual risk of extreme weather conditions, the actual risk of forest fires and weather forecast. All information is submitted by national governmental parties. All warnings are gathered from open source websites.

**Benefits**

Travelling to new and unknown places is exiting, especially because the surroundings and nature are different from home. However an unknown environment can also put you at a risk of unknown dangers. Dangers you are not aware of or unknown to, because they do not exist in your hometown, because they hardly occur or because you are simply not thinking about danger and enjoying your trip.

The app Safe Trip EU provides insight in extreme weather conditions, forest fire risk, flood risk and the weather forecast in the area you are visiting. It also informs on current conditions and provides an alert when necessary. Safe Trip EU will make your trip more safe.

**Latest developments**

The app is based on a flexible information platform that can easily be extended with other natural hazard indicators, like earthquakes, avalanches, volcanic eruptions, (tornado) storms, etc., or other information like alarm numbers to call in case of an emergency.

The new app version allows for checking of hazard indicators on your present location and other predefined locations or locations along a planned travel route.
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